
PURCHASE & INSTALL

Hardware and Software Purchasing

Software Licensing
• Whether it’s client device software to 

intrusion defense we can get you licensed

• Microsoft Office 365, InTune, Azure and 

much more

• Asset Management Software 

Configuration and Install

• G-Suite

Networking and Infrastructure 
• There are pros and cons to many 

networking options; let us help you find 

which one is the best fit

• Complete catalogue of Core and Edge 

Network Equipment and Configuration 

• All Manufacturers - Cisco Systems, 

HPE/Aruba Networks, Arista Networks, 

Cumulus Networks, Dell EMC, Extreme 

Networks, Juniper Networks, Netscout, 

Riverbed Technology, VMWare

Computers and Peripherals
Not all devices are created equal; you 
need someone to guide you to the right:

• Laptops, Tablets and Desktops

• Monitors, Docking Stations

• Headsets, Accessories and Peripherals

• All Manufacturers - Dell, HP, Lenovo, 
Microsoft, and Apple

Predictive Purchasing
• Maximize your capital resources by 

knowing what you need and when you 

will need it

• Customized model to figure out the 

demand, and factoring the lead times and 

potential stock shortages

Cloud Services
• Multiple options for Storage, Backup

• Cloud Based Storage, Backup

• Amazon Services

Data Center
• Finding the right data center solution for 

your organization can be challenging; let 

us be your guide

• Complete solutions for Storage, 

Computing, Racking, and Cooling

• On Premise or Co-Location

Security
• Ransomware and data breaches continue 

to rise, we have device and software 

solutions to keep your organization safe

• Expert consultants to help configure the 

right solution

• Simple One Stop Shop  

to order all your hardware  

and software

• Manufacturer diagnostics

• We’ll help you analyze 

what you need now and in 

the future

Financing Options
• We offer a variety of financing options to 

fit your organization’s needs 

 - Leasing

 - Device as a Service

 - Net Terms



Warehousing & 
Distribution

Installation  
& Deployment

Centralized  
Warehousing

Imaging and  
Provisioning

Enterprise  
Configuration

Managed  
Distribution

On-Site  
Installation

Shipping &  
Handling

On-Demand Delivery 
and Bundling

Network  
Configuration

Redeployment of 
Devices

Next Day  
Delivery

Data  
Migration

• Space is a premium, use ours instead of yours

• Your IT team shouldn’t be a shipping and receiving department, let us

• Faster deployments and eliminate lead times

• We have facilities across 

the nation, leverage them 

for your benefit

• Store your hardware & 

we’ll deliver when you  

are ready

Get each device ready to 

your user to just simply  

login and go

Whether Co-Lo or  

On-Prem or Cloud, you 

want it configured right 

the first time, let us 

support you

• Have multiple facilities 

and different timelines to 

deliver, we can help

Setting up a device seems 

easy, but it takes more 

time than you think, let us 

do it fast and with class.

It seems simple, until it gets 

messed up, let us manage 

the logistics and put your 

team back to work

• We can bring all your 

devices together in one 

simple package and 

deliver it how you want it, 

when you want it

Implementing industry 

best practices isn’t always 

simple to know or even 

find out, let us help

People come and go, but 

your machines don’t always, 

let us maximize the return 

on your devices

• Since we warehouse 

it ourselves, just say the 

word and we can get it 

there in a snap

You know the 1st question 

being asking when you 

change something, you 

can ease their worries


